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SKIM COATING involves the back buttering (application of setting material to the back) of a tile or stone and allowing the setting 
material (i.e. thin set) to cure and harden. Typically, the setting material will harden sufficiently overnight, but consult the chosen 
setting material manufacturer's recommendations regarding cure time and environmental conditions. Skim coating can be 
performed using the straight side of a trowel, with the face of the tile placed on a flat surface, and spreading a thin layer of setting 
material onto the back of the tile. If the face of the tile is susceptible to scratching, cover the work area with a towel or other soft 
surface. Be sure that adequate pressure is applied to the trowel, to achieve the proper bond between the skim coat and tile or stone. 

SKIM COATING is not a necessary treatment, but it does make the job of the tile installer significantly easier, in both the handling and 
the installation, and should actually reduce the overall time spent on the job. 
It is a particularly useful technique when setting borders with delicate elements, such as Artistic Tile's Musee Collection Terme and 
Espa borders, which contain extremely fine water jet cut details, as well as any mosaic created from small sizes stone or glass. Once 
cured, the skim coated border is more easily managed for installation purpose, and prevents the smaller pieces from falling off, 
especially when the tile is being cut.
Skim coating is also beneficial when setting face taped mosaics that are slightly irregular in thickness, such as Artistic Tile's Hampton 
Blends. By skim coating with the face of the mosaic on a flat surface, you are able to achieve a relatively uniform face, and are than 
able to make up the variation in the thickness of the back of the sheet in the setting bed during installation, resulting in a smoother 
finished installation. Another added benefit of skim coating is that the very light application of setting material helps to reduce 
"squeeze through" of setting material into your joints during installation, which can be difficult to clean up, and can tarnish the 
finished look of your job.

SKIM COATING typically would be performed with a thin-set mortar. Confirm compatibility between the skim coat and bond coat, 
if you are planning on using different materials. Additionally, confirm compatibility between the skim coat material and the tile or 
stone. Please adhere to all manufacturers' instructions regarding the choice of setting material, such as the use of white thin set for 
stone, or Kerabond with Keralastic for glass and other difficult to bond materials. With translucent materials, such as onyx or glass 
borders, be certain that you achieve 100% coverage on the back of the tile to create a uniform backing. Please consult your setting 
material manufacturer's instructions, for any specific conditions of their products. 
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